
Lech-Lecha: Descending and Ascending. 

 

The people of Israel spent more time outside of the 

land of Israel than inside of the land. Abraham, at the 

beginning of our Torah portion, is the first “Jew” who 

is commanded to go and live inside the promised land. 

But after some years “there was a famine in the land; and 

Abram went down (Vayered) into Egypt to sojourn there… 

(Gen. 12:10).” After some years and some vicissitudes 

in exile: “…Abram went up (Vayaal) out of Egypt… into the South (Gen. 13:1).”Vayered and Vayaal. He 

went down and then up, but also while on his ascent, he went to the Negev (the dessert of the 

south.) 

 

In some ways we are all like Abraham, our father. We are all travelers and our entire life is a journey. 

In our lives we go up and down; we ascend and we descend. From Abraham’s journey we could 

learn a few lessons for our own adventures. When Abraham went back to the land of Canaan, the 

Torah uses the verb “Vayaal” (he ascends) but paradoxically he went south. We usually do not use 

the word “Alyah” (ascension) when we talk about going south. However, since Egypt was even more 

south, that was considered an Alyah. Ascendeing, making Alyah, does not mean to reach the highest 

pick of the mountain. It means to go up a little higher than the place you used to be. You ascend to 

the Everest but you also ascend when you take a step on a staircase. 

 

Alyah is not only settling in the land of Israel. Alyah is not only going up to the Bimah. Alyah is 

every step of the way that bring as little bit closer to God and to other human beings. Alyah is every 

Mitzvah that we add to our lives to reach that goal. A spiritual Alyah is not getting tomorrow to the 

sometimes unreachable 613 Mitzvot is just adding one more to our lives. 

Shabbat Shalom! 
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